THE SCRIBBLE GAME

Step 1: Make a scribble! Don’t think about it too much. Any scribble will do.
Step 2: Look at the scribble... Does it suggest any larger shape or object to you?
Step 3: Add to the scribble to make it into whatever it is you see!

For example...

Step 1:  
Step 2: wishbone?
Step 3: bird with fancy haircut!

Additional ideas: You can do this alone, or with a partner. How? Make two copies of the same scribble and see what you each come up with. Is it similar? Different? Why do you think that is? You can also make scribbles for one another, taking turns scribbling and drawing. You can also turn your scribbles into storytelling prompts. If your completed scribble is a character, write or draw more about them. If you’re completed scribble is a place, write or draw more about it. You can also put two (or more!) completed scribbles together and figure out how to tell a story in which both are featured.
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